inherent in some de novo assembly methods and reference bias inherent in traditional read mapping. 
155
Generally speaking, the more divergent the reference sequence, the more ARC iterations were needed in 156 order to complete the assembly process (see Figure 3 ), while still producing the same resulting 157 mitochondrial genome sequence.
158
Supplemental Table 1 
255

DISCUSSION
256
In this paper we introduce ARC, a software package that facilitates targeted assembly of HTS 257 data. This software is designed for use in situations where assembly of one or several discreet and 258 relatively small targets is needed and (potentially divergent) homologous reference sequences are 259 available for seeding these assemblies. ARC fills the gap between fast, mapping based strategies which 260 can fail to map, or misalign reads at divergent loci, and de novo assembly strategies which can be slow,
261
resource intensive, and require significant additional processing after assembly is complete. ARC was 262 evaluated in three ways: 1) we determined whether ARC results were biased by divergence of the 263 reference; 2) we tested the effectiveness of ARC to produce assemblies using short, low quality reads 264 produced from ancient DNA; and 3) we characterized performance on a large HTS dataset with 55 265 samples and thousands of subgenomic targets.
266
Assemblies using a divergent set of references with chipmunk specimens show that ARC does not assemblies that run beyond a specified limit. In addition to these strategies there is also an option to 292 subsample reads in cases of known very high sequence depth. Subsampling was not used in any of the 293 tests described here, but may have improved results for samples such as S10. During testing and 294 development, we observed improved behavior with each of these measures on large datasets while 295 minimizing the impact of excess sequencing coverage and repeat elements. Implementing them has 296 allowed ARC to run more quickly and efficiently; however, it is clear that in some cases, recruitment of 13 excess reads and repeat elements can still cause problems for some targets or samples. In all completed 298 assemblies, the resulting set of reads and contigs were either identical or nearly so, providing strong 299 evidence that ARC is able to assemble high quality, unbiased contigs using even very divergent 300 references. This capability makes ARC a very useful tool when analyzing sequence data from non-model 301 organisms or when the identity of a sample is in question.
302
We tested ARC's ability to assemble contigs with short, low quality reads recovered from ancient Newbler to place reads in only one contig and to not to break and assign reads across multiple contigs.
417
We have found that setting urt=True can reduce the number of ARC iterations necessary to assemble a 418 target. sizes, and merging of these assemblies. In ARC, SPAdes is run using the default set of parameters.
426
In some cases, the reference targets may be very divergent from the sequenced specimen and, different sequencing runs or technologies) they should be combined into the above described three read 475 files. All reads for all samples must be in the same format (i.e., FASTA or FASTQ) and this format needs 476 to be indicated using the format parameter in the ARC configuration file. It is highly recommended that 477 reads be preprocessed to remove adapter sequences and low quality bases prior to running ARC.
478
Removing PCR duplicate reads and merging paired-end reads has also been observed to produce higher 479 quality, less fragmented ARC assemblies, particularly with capture data (data not shown).
480
The ARC configuration file is a plain text file describing the various parameters that ARC will 
491
Folder Structure Outputs and Logging
492
In order to minimize memory usage and interface with assembly and mapping applications, ARC 493 relies heavily on temporary files. These files are organized into subdirectories under the path from which ARC is launched. During ARC processing a pair of folders is created for each sample. These folders have 495 the prefixes "working_" and "finished_". Temporary files used during ARC processing are stored in the 496 "working_" folders while completed results and statistics are recorded in the "finished_" folders.
497
The "working_" directories contain the sample contigs assembled during each iteration in a set of 498 files with file names "I00N_contigs.fasta" (where "N" corresponds to the iteration) and the latest 499 assembly directory denoted by "t__0000N" (where "N" corresponds to the numeric index of the target).
500
These directories and files can be informative in determining why an assembly failed or for examining 501 assembly statistics of a particular sample and target in more depth. Additionally, these folders provide the 502 option of manually re-running an assembly with a different set of parameters than those chosen within 503 ARC. In addition to the per iteration contigs and latest assembly directories, the "working_" folders also 504 contain the sample read indexes, which can be reused when re-running ARC with new parameters, and 505 the latest mapping log report. The "working_" folders only contain temporary files used by ARC and can 506 be safely deleted after the ARC run.
507
The "finished_" directories contain the following files: contigs.fasta, mapping_stats.tsv, 
570
ARC analysis for the first dataset was carried out using two different sets of references. To 571 determine how well ARC performs with divergent references, the mitochondrial genome of each 572 specimen was assembled against eleven different mammalian mitochondrial references (see Figure 3 ). We 573 also tested ARC's performance with a large number of targets by using a target set consisting of a 574 manually assembled Tamias canipes mitochondrial sequence plus 11,976 exon sequences comprising 575 7,627 genes. These sequences represent the unambiguous subset from the 9,716 genes that the capture 576 probes were originally designed against.
577
The second woolly mammoth dataset was used to test ARC's performance on shorter, poor 
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